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Seminar 1

CLC Delivering Radical Change
10.45 - 11.15

Register here

The Construction Leadership Council & the Construction Sector
A revolution in the making?

Seminar 2

Towards a digitally enabled Construction
Industry
A productivity revolution through smart manufacturing
11.45 - 12.45

Register here

This seminar will explore the journey that the construction sector needs to
make if it is going to match the productivity, performance and value that
is now both common-place within leading manufacturing sectors and also
expected by their clients and customers

Seminar 3

Delivering UK Infrastructure - Opportunities for
Offsite
Improving the delivery of UK infrastructure
13.15 - 14.15

Register here

This seminar will explore the need to ensure the efficient design and
delivery of infrastructure projects and also examine how leading clients are
addressing the challenge of delivering their infrastructure projects. Clients
will also be setting out their views on what the offsite industry needs to do to
provide better value solutions, to ensure confidence in product, performance
and capacity and to win work.

Seminar 4

Construction Innovation Hub: delivering better
outcomes for business and society
14.30 - 15.30

Register here

This Seminar will include a presentation by Keith Waller the Hub’s
Programme Director and also provide advice on the opportunities for the
offsite construction supply side to come forward with their proposals for
collaboration to support of the Hub’s ambitions.

Workshop 1

Nationwide - Offsite Legendary Delivery
Case study
09.50 - 10.30
Nationwide were targeted with the reduction of cost and time of their 300
branch re fit programme. There was experience of offsite construction and
lean in their property team the project lead put together a challenge to reduce
the fit out period by 50% and cost by 15%. The store was completed in 50%
of the time, 15% below budget and without defects achieving ‘legendary’
delivery status

Register here

Workshop 2

Teaching Offsite in Schools of Architecture Time for Change
Ensuring new skills for architects
10.45 - 11.45

Register here

The session will start with a panel discussion and then open to the floor for
a wide-ranging Q&A with the aim of promoting this approach in all schools
of architecture. Oxford Brookes are leading the way in this with a one-year
Diploma module. It is hoped that other schools will follow suit

Workshop 3

Building Above London’s Transport
Infrastructure - Opportunities for Offsite
Thinking
Benefits from building over and alongside transport hubs
12.00 - 13.00

Register here

This workshop will give an overview of the supporting work that is underway
within Buildoffsite and will also showcase the launch of The 2019 Overbuild
Guide.

Workshop 4

Meet the Client - University of Greenwich
Powerhouse EDGE
Research, Innovation and Enterprise Platform
13.30 - 14.30
A university’s plans for development - hear about the business opportunities.

For more information please click here

Register here

